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Ofiifié Memorandum ~ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

‘ ‘ T0 = Chief of Station,H:::::::::::] DATE= l0 November 1900 

5UEUECT= Report of Eot Air Personnel Balloon Flight Test 

Sponsors of Test: TSD/EB 

Contractor, Raven Industries, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 

Eurpose of Test: " 

To determine the feasibility and practicality of hot air for 
use as the lifting medium for personnel balloons by testing 
hot air generating equiment and a nylon-mylar material 
balloon. 

Date, Time and Place of Test: 

a. Date and Time - 22 October 1960, 0600 to 0930 hours. 

b. Eiace Balloon Launched - ln Nebraska approximately 250 miles 
south of Sioux Falls at an abandoned Air Force Base called 
Bruning State Airport. ' 

Material Tested:‘ 

A U0 ft. personnel balloon constructed of nylon-mylar cloth 
material equipped with a propane burner to provide continuous 
hot air during flight. Two propane bottles, containing a total 
of 83 lbs. of fuel, were utilized as fuel source during the 
flight. _ 

Background: 

TSD/EB awarded a contract to Raven Industries for the development 
of a hot air system for personnel balloons. Specifications 
called for development of a suitable balloon for use with 
hot air and generating equipment or burners to utilize kerosene 
or fuel oil (diesel). 
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5%? The contractor has produced a satisfactory MO ft. balloon 
~»w' frabricated of nylon-mylar material that will withstand 

7p.5_;».~_ 

,fg§ heat and is extremely durable. A ten foot diameter opening 
{§¥5 has been incorporated into the top of the balloon for release 
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,@j; of the gas for landing. The opening is tied off for flight 
Iii" and can be released by either a primary release squib system 
~§§ or alternate manual release system. This method of releasing 
éfig the gas permits reuse of the balloon, versus the old method 

pa of ripping a panel used with the polvethelene balloons. The 
.7 

, 
lower‘portion of the balloon (see photo #8 lower dark part 

; of balloon) is made of nonflammable glass cloth to prevent 
ignition of the balloon from the flame of the burner. 

~ To date the contractor has been unable to provide a 
‘ satisfactory burner for utilization of low—grade petroleum 

such as fuel oil or kerosene. The difficulty being the 
’ 

residue deposit that forms over the burner and smothers the 
‘ flame after 15 to 20 minutes of operation. A propane burner 

and propane fuel was used for the test. 

VI. The Test Fli ht:g 

a. At 0600 on 22 October 1960 balloon launching preparations 
comenced- The balloon was launched at 0908, wind West about 
3 mph, ground.temperature 59°F. The flight terminated 
after a duration of 18 minutes, at 0926. No ballast was 
carried on the flight. 

Free lift when the balloon was launched.was sufficient to 
result in a rate of ascent of about 250 ft/min. With a 
burner output of about 3/H maximum capacity the balloon 
achieved equilibrum at about 500 ft. altitude. After about 

— l8 minutes of flight at 500 ft. the pilot by decreasing the 
’ hot air output of the burner comenced to descend for a 

. practice landing. Due to a combination of the decrease of 
K hot air input into the balloon and.atmospheric cooling the 

. _ balloon reached a rate of descent of about MOO ft/min. The 
pilot attempted to check the rapid rate of descent to a 

,.~ safe landing speed by opening the burner to fullblast to 
.. obtain the maximum hot air output. 

Although the rate of descent was decreased somewhat, equilibru 
T could not be obtained.due to the incapability of the burner 

to produce sufficient hot air rapidly. Because descent could 
not be checked before contacting the surface the pilot 
extinguished the burner at an altitude of 50 ft. to preclude 
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setting the rig on fire on landing. Prior to landing when 
several feet above the ground the pilot activated the squib 
release mechanism thereby opening the lO ft. hole at the 
top of the balloon and releasing the hot air for landing. 

The landing was made without difficulty even though the 
rate of descent was quite rapid. 

b. A series of numbered photos of the layout, equipment, 
inflation, launching, flight, and post landing are 
included with this report. 

Ehotos as follows: 

as 
P*Ho 

shows the balloon laid out, two propane bottles, burner 
ft center, and two Kollsman kerosene heaters. 

# 2 and.3 show a close up of the propane burner and 
inflation duct. Lower part of balloon made of nonflammable 
vlass cloth.o 

# M shows the balloon partially inflated using one of the 
heaters as the hot air source. 

# 5 shows the lower portion of the balloon rigged.with the 
propane burner and two propane bottles, At this stage 
the propane burner has been lit and the final inflation 
of the balloon was being completed. An auxiliary bottle 
was used for this so as not to use up the fuel from the 
bottles rigged.for flight. 

6 shows one of the helpers in the pilot‘s seat serving as 
ballast to help hold the balloon. Inflation almost 
completed.

, 

_-‘LF 

# T shows the pilot in the seat, inflation completed and tn 
auxiliary bottle being held and.disconneoted by one of 
the helpers. Instruments can be seen on each side of the 
pilot. 

# 3 shows the balloon in flight. 

# 9 and lO show the rig as it landed after the flight of 
about l8 minutes. Note the pilots seat in the lower left 
of photo #9. No damage was incurred to any of the 
equipment as a result of the flight. i 
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VII. Comments: 

The Balloon: (a sample of the balloon material is attached 
to this report.) I 

This was the first and to-date the only balloon fabricated 
of nylon-myler material. 

Due to its lightweight, (M0 rt. balloon weight is YA lbs.) 
durability and resistance to heat the material appears 
very suitable for personnel balloons. Results of this 
test indicated the material to be satisfactory. 

The Burner: 

The propane burner used proved to be unsatisfactory. 
Although sufficient continuous not air could be generated 
at maximum output setting to compensate for loss of hot 
air due to atmospheric cooling and maintain equilibrum 
during flight, it was impossible to check descent and 
regain equilibrum once a descent was initiated. It is 
estimated that a burner having double the output capacity 
of the present burner would be required in order to provide 
the margin of control capability required for successful 
and safe operations. 

VIII. Conclusions: 

From the viewpoint of feasibility it can be concluded that 
. sl- _ ‘ hot air is satisfactory as the lilolflg gas for use with 

personnel balloon. 

From the viewpoint of practicability for covert operations 
it can be concluded least at this stage of development 
that the system is not suitable. Conditional on the 

Q7 4+ 

development of a burner that utilizes a low-grade petroleum,L 
or perhaps a solid fuel, I do not believe that this system 
holds much promise for covert operational use. 

It is concluded that the nylon-mylar material is most 
satisfactory for personnel ballons. 
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IX. Recommendations: . 

It is recomended that consideration be given to the development 
of nylon—mylar material personnel balloons for use in the OTB 
personnel balloon training course. Involved in the develogment 
would be the incorporation of a 60 lbs. valve and a modification 
of the lower part of the present model to accommodate the 
gondola. 

A substantial saving could be realized in the utilization of wan 
a balloon because the same balloon could.be used over and over 
indefinitely. 
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and propama fuel was used for the teem 
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at (3606 Gm 22 Dctober 1960 ‘mllocrn launching preyaratians 
cummenead. The ballson was launchaé as.-é; (5018 , wind west abaufi » 

3 mph, gissmnei tempezature 59%‘. The i‘3.igh’s terminated 
after a duratistm ef 18 minutes, at 09%. 31¢, ballast was 
carfied an the flight. €
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Fsree lift when the "bellman was lazmchezle was sufficient ta 
result in @. of ascent of ahom; 250 ft/miss. ‘nfiilq a 
huvmer ewaput sf &'a01::t 3/1+ mmcimum camcity the ‘arallo-an 
achievesi equilibruzzi wt; gamut 500 ft» altitude. After abeut 
3.8 minutes sf fligat at S00 ft, the §ilIb‘t‘, by decreasing the 
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px'a<;:tic~e landing. Que he a <2m1'z"£>ii'§1$e.“zi0:1 0f the decrease sf 
210'; air input inn: the balloon and amssyheric sealing the 
bzalluon reached a rate 03? cleacem $3‘: about W0 fig/mih.‘ The 
pilot atteznpted 12¢: cfizeck the rsxpid. rate sf zizascezzt em g. 

safe lamling speed by queuing the heme: "bra, fullhlast tn 
obtain the maximum h::'\‘:‘ai.r output. ~
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setting the rig an fire an lanriing. Bier ts landing when 
sev»era3. feet aixave the grnumii the pilot activater} the squib 
‘release meehazzim thereby epezxing the 10 fi. hole atthe ’ 

tap sf "Ehe ‘zmllzaon ans} the hm‘; fer landing» 
"2 The landing =s=a~s mack: wiixhaut clzifficulty even thong}: the . 

rate Q1’ clascgeni; was quite rapid. 1 

b. A series afi‘ nurnbereei ybstss of the 3'.e;ysu~'=;, equigment, 
_ zlnflaazieza, laumaraing," flight,’ aml past landing are 

inélmiafi. with -this z*e3g;~crt. ‘ 

Exetes as fbllewsz 

§ l shews the lzellsan laid wt, tam _§e:’ow1:='=* bottles, bvmner 
= left center, ma we kimlleman kerosene heaters. 

7*} 2 anal 3 Shaw £51, clase up caf the ;g>:<'opa.ne ‘c-nL*ne;vr and
I inflatimn duet. iwer pert of balleon made cf nenflamaable 

glass claw. ‘ 
1 

» 
V

, 

=,_-El: shows‘ the 12-a.‘L3e.m>n partially inflanzeé usiaggone sf the 
heaters as, the hot air amrrce. " 

3% 5 skews the"l0we:': jgortian of the ballaen riggefi» with the 
propane burner azaé. we pr0;:e:rm~ bottles. at this stage 
"the prnpamz b%sxnez- has been lit mm the final inflation I 

01‘ the ballocm was being azzmpleizeé. in auxiliary bottle 
_ was useal fez‘ this em ae not ta use up fiche fuel firm the 

battles rigged fer flight. , 

,1 6 ahews arse di‘ the helgers in the gxilotws seam sewing as 
Esallast ta 11:21}; ham. the balloen, Inflefirlsa alnmst 

, crsa;1le*a@d,@ 

£5 7 shibws the pilnt» in the seat, inflartian cempleted and mm 
auxiliary hmfisle being, held and rliseannectedvby cme of 
the h.elQa:'s= Zzz:atrLsme':1'i;s ten be seen on earzh siée vi’ the 
jgilot. V1 

8 shows ”sh>."~: Emllacsn in flight. 

§’% 9 and 10 shew the rig -as it lamei aftw the flight sf 
abrxufii 18 minutes‘ ~I$‘0’oe the pilots seat in the lame? left 

* sf phoizo £9. Ea damage was infiufzfiezl -no any ofvthe ’ 

eqmpment as a result éf the flight,‘ W 
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The Esnllemxz (2. swgle 0:? the Te-=-_.llc@:m zr>a‘b=e1'ial is avmched 
to “this re;§><:rt.§ - 

‘lfinis was we first anal “bawémze the cmly bellman fabricated. 
G1’ rz;yl0n=nxylez* 1'!E|'§}3-Y5-i".?a3.o 

Due ts 1-t$.,ligl1tweigbt (ho rt. bellman weight is 7%; '1*as.) 
rizzrability and resistance to heat the mafierial apgzeaces 
very suitable-2 fer peraannel balloana. Eesuliw 0,;-° this 
“nest im3d.cateé the znafierisl to be Erafsisfaatnry. 

fifkze ?5u2‘n@:<*: 

V ‘}?1'l6»QK’0@&l3:2‘ burner nsefi. prevm ta be unse,ti‘.-sfazztmryh 
'&Alt}1.ou,g;b. sui‘fi'1c;£/en% cantinunus bet air coulxi be generated 
at maximum output setfizing to camgoenasfize far less sf hat 
air chm to ‘armasgheric cesling and anaintain ezgmailibrwza 
during fligkzt, it was impessible ta shack vieacent and. 
regain equilibrum once a descent was initiated. Xv: is 
estimated that 21; banner having dnwfirle the autput capacity 
bf the QI'€=3$€'I4‘E ‘mzrner ~<»mul<1 iae requireé in order ta provide 
the margin oi‘ central capability requireé. fez suceessful 
and safe epezatiama. 

“FEEL Qonclusiwxmz 

an Fswx the "viewgaint cf fez.-asi'bili'by it can he concluded than‘: 
mt aia“ is eafiaisfactery as the liflzing gas fer usewith 
persmmel ballaon. 
§*?em the vie=::'p0§..n‘r. ezi‘ pcc-aw'hicabil:'.t3* far cmrezrt operatians 
1%. can be ccmcluded at least at this sfizage ef dewelspnent 
thzafc -the systmn is not suitable. »Ccméi"t1c=naJ. an the 
develepmemt sf a bumsr thai utilizesa low-gmde petralemx, 
or perhaps 2. aalid. fuel,» I Ex: mt believe that this system 
hclas znucfa grcmise fez’ aovert wperefsional use. 

an It is camzlusiied that ‘izlma nylon-mrgla? nmterial is mast 
satisfactory for gersunnel ballons. 
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